21 September 2018
Wales Arts Review publishes an open letter to National Theatre Wales signed by
the leading Welsh playwrights of the day.
*
Dear Clive Jones (Chair of National Theatre Wales),

It is with extreme sadness that we wish to make known our discontent with
National Theatre Wales. We feel it is time for a public discussion about the very
purpose of the organisation.
The direction of NTW, coupled with a lack of scrutiny, transparency and
openness has led to a worrying internal culture which, despite the organisation’s
name, seems to take pride in ridding itself of a theatrical identity and even its
nationality.
Our fears as an artistic community regarding NTW’s low theatrical production
rate since the departure of John McGrath are an open secret. Despite NTW being
in receipt of a regular annual income from ACW of roughly one and a half million
pounds, just one project is listed on your website for the remainder of 2018 – an
exhibition of photographs taken with disposable cameras in Haverfordwest. And
in the company’s latest public report to its trustees, just one production is listed
for the entirety of 2019.
But for many, it was this spring’s show ‘English’ which felt like a final straw, and
which triggered a widespread discussion behind closed doors.
NTW described ‘English’ as ‘an investigation into language and identity’. There is
no version of the history of the English language in Wales which is not a history
of its relationship with the Welsh language. How those two languages forge our
identity is arguably the defining characteristic of our nation. And yet ‘English’
erased this crucial aspect of the story of English in Wales entirely and
deliberately.
It was the open deliberateness of this act which made ‘English’ a turning point for
so many artists in Wales. Its erasure of a distinctive Welsh context was not a
mistake. It was not the result of hasty decisions made under the pressure of a
limited rehearsal period. It was the result of decisions which NTW leadership
had chance to reflect on and consider carefully. Specifically, the decision to
employ a Mancunian company to make the show, and the decision to hire a
director who admitted in interviews that, as an English-speaking English man, he
did not feel equipped to speak about the Welsh language, or Welsh identity.
It is in this context that we wish to provoke a debate about what kind of national
theatre we desire. We want it to be a theatre. We want it to be Welsh. These are
two things we thought we could take for granted. And yet, despite the uproar
over ‘English’, it is an English company which NTW has entrusted to deliver a
flagship project in 2020 – the Liverpudlian 20 Stories.
We are therefore asking to the board to overhaul NTW’s aims and objectives so
that –

•

•

•

All shows produced by National Theatre Wales have a Welsh or Walesbased artist as primary artist.This is to insure against the marginalisation of
the Welsh experience. And to ensure Wales benefits from the investment of
the national theatre with artists returning to their creative community and
continuing their careers at home.
Non-Welsh and Wales based artists and companies need to be 1) worldclass, and 2) engaged only to support a Welsh or Wales-based artist. The
practice of engaging companies and artists outside of Wales to respond to
Welsh stories has to end.

A National Theatre Wales show has to have theatre in it. If it’s a song then
it’s a song. If it’s a comedy night, then it’s a comedy night. But if it’s not in
some sense theatre, NTW should not be funding it.

We are not provoking this debate for provocation’s sake. We wish to work with
you to deliver a sustainable, thriving theatre culture that can speak to Wales’
diverse communities, and at times to all of them. However in its current
incarnation NTW is acting as a roadblock to this goal. It funnels what could be
investment in Welsh theatre-makers to companies and artists beyond Wales. It
sends out a consistent undermining message, via its work with non-Welsh artists,
that Welsh theatre artists are not good enough to tell Welsh stories. Were it not
for the success we achieve at home and internationally, without NTW’s support,
it is something we could easily begin to believe about ourselves. And yet we are
successful. Only think how much that success could be inflated with NTW’s
support.
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